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There's a lot to be said for taking life a little easier, like our sloth friends do.As Mahatma Gandhi
once said, ''There is more to life than increasing its speed.''In rest, we find replenishment, and
sometimes those leaps of brilliance that come only when we're relaxed and open to them. So, to
quote Sylvia Boorstein, ''Dont just do something, sit there.'' And kick back with this little book of
quotations from sages of slow, from Shakespeare to Charles M. Schulz, from Aesop to Maya
Angelou.Charming illustrations of sloths throughout.Adorable mini book comes with cute 24K
gold-plated charm, which may be kept on the ribbon bookmark or worn on a bracelet or
necklace.80-page full-color hardcover mini book with dust jacket.Invitingly priced!Book measures
3-1/4 inches wide by 4 inches high.
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Great wisdom for a relaxed lifestyle. I gave this to my wife for her birthday because we love sloths,
and she has a tendency to get over-stressed at work. This fun little book has great wisdom, fun
illustrations, and is a wonderful conversation starter on our coffee table. Would highly recommend
for that stressed out sloth-lover in your life.

My younger sister is very sloth-like. She sleeps all day and all night and has a 4.0 in high school,
carries a part time job and has a very care free attitude. This sloth book of wisdom speaks true to
her lifestyle and is a reminder that sleeping and giving your body rest does your whole life some
good. Very cute book. Fun gift for anyone! :)

Its a cute little book with some good quotes and words to live by. Got it as a stocking stuffer for a
friend of mine who I have an inside joke with about Sloth's and she loved it. Think it probably fits
even better as an adult gift rather than kids.

Got this to send to my daughter who just loves sloths ever since we saw Zootopia. I always make
fun of her and call her a sloth because she is just naturally very easy going and slow moving. We
don't say it in a bad way, its just our little inside joke. So I got this for her and she loves the little
quotes and the humor in this book. She is 9

This is a cute little book for sloth lovers everywhere. I feel like it is a good substitute to package with
a gift in lieu of giving someone a card. It has an interesting range of people from whom it pulls
quotes (e.g. from Ghandi to movie stars) and I provided it as a graduation gift for my niece who I
hope remembers to slow down every once in a while.

A small booklet of slothful sayings to slow down the seriousness of day to day activities. Funny and
accurate procrastinator pearls of wisdom to share with those who just need a breather.

I bought this for my friend's 21st birthday (she is super obsessed with sloths). Cutest little gift for
anyone at any age, you're never to old for adorable phrases!

I thought it was going to be a children's book. I was pleasantly surprised by all the cool quotes. "Be
the nap you wish to see in the world."
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